Methylene blue dye versus combined dye-radioactive tracer technique for sentinel lymph node localisation in early breast cancer.
The study compared the accuracy and success rate of two techniques, methylene blue alone versus combined methylene blue and radioactive colloid in sentinel lymph node localisation in the management early breast cancer. Three hundred and twenty-nine patients with tumours less than 2 cm on ultrasound assessment were prospectively evaluated. One hundred and seventy-three patients (Group A) underwent sentinel lymph node localisation using 1 ml of 1% methylene blue. A combined technique of both methylene blue and radioactive colloid was used in 156 patients (Group B). Application of both was subdermal and subareolar. Sentinel lymph nodes were examined by standard microscopy. Patients underwent breast conservation surgery or mastectomy and sentinel node guided four node axillary sampling+/-clearance. In Group A, the sentinel lymph node identification rate was 96.5%. The negative predictive value was 96.3%, with false negative of 3.7% and accuracy of 87.4%. In group B the identification rate for sentinel lymph node was 98.7%, with false negative of 4.1%, negative predictive value of 96%, and accuracy of 83.8%. Sentinel lymph node localisation using methylene blue or combined dye and radioactive tracer technique predicts the axillary lymph node status in early breast cancer with comparable success rates, accuracy and false negative rates. The combined technique facilitates quicker identification of sentinel lymph node; however the dye technique alone can be used successfully in centres without nuclear medicine facilities.